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Abstract 
 
    This paper study the bifurcation solutions of 
a System of nonlinear differential equations, 
by using local method of Lyapunov –Schmidt . 
The reduced equation has been found as a 
system of nonlinear algebraic equations . We 
gave a Geometric description of The 
Discriminate set with the spreading of the 
regular solutions of a specified system. 
 
1. Introduction. 
     It is known that many of the nonlinear 
problems that appear in Mathematics and 
Physics can be written in the form of operator 
equation, 
 
 (   )              ̅       
                                      
 
where F is a smooth Fredholm map of index 
zero,  X, Y are real Banach spaces and  ̅ is 
open subset of  X. For these problems, the 
method of the reduction to finite dimensional 
equation, 
 
 (   )             ̂          ̂       (1.2)                                          
 
can be used, where Mˆ and Nˆ  are smooth 
finite dimensional manifolds.Vainberg and 
Trenogin (1969) [8], Loginov (1985) [3] and 
Sapronov (1973, 1996) [11,12] are dealing 
with equation (1.1) into equation (1.2) by using 
local method of Lyapunov –Schmidt with the 
conditions that, equation (1.2) has all the  
 
 
 
topological and analytical properties of 
equation (1.1) ( multiplicity, bifurcation 
diagram, etc).  
 
Definition 1.1 Suppose that E and M are 
Banach spaces and        be a linear 
continuous operator. The operator A is called 
Fredholm operator, if 
1- The kernel of  A, Ker(A), is finite 
dimensional, 
2- The range of  A, Im(A), is closed in M, 
3- The Cokernel of  A, Coker(A), is finite 
dimensional. 
     The number   
dim(Ker A )- dim(Coker A) 
is called Fredholm index of the operator A.  
 
Definition 1.2  The set of all   for which 
equation (1.1) has degenerate solutions is 
called the Discriminate set of equation (1.1) 
and denoted it by . 
 
    The  oscillations  and  motion of wave on 
elastic foundations can be described by the 
following nonlinear PDE  
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where 0,   . Equation (1.3) has many 
studies When 
3)~,( wkwg  , Bardin 
and Furta [1] used the local method of 
Lyapunov-Schmidt and found the sufficient 
conditions of existence of periodic waves of 
equation (1.3). Equation (1.3) also has been 
studied by Thompson and Stewart [4]. They 
showed numerically the existence of periodic 
solutions of equation (1.3) for some values of 
parameters. Mohammed [7] studied equation 
(1.3) in the variational case when
32)~,( wwwg  . Equation (1.3) has 
been studied by Sapronov [2,10]. He applied 
the local method of Lyapunov – Schmidt and 
found the bifurcation solutions of equation 
(1.3) when  
3)~,( wwg   with the 
boundary conditions, 
.0)()0()()0( ////   wwww  
Abdul Hussain (2005, 2009) [5, 6], he found 
the bifurcation solutions of  equation (1.3) by 
using local method of Lyapunov-Schmidt. 
Shanan [13] solved the bifurcation equation 
corresponding to the equation (1.3) and found 
the bifurcation diagram of this problem, when 
2)~,( wwg  , 32)~,( wwwg  and 
when the dimension of the null space is equal 
to three. 
 
In this work we considered the system of non-
linear differential equations of the fourth order, 
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with the boundary conditions 
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  ( )    
  ( )     
                                         
where             and           , are 
symmetric functions with respect to the 
involutions    i ( )   i (   ). 
 
 
2. Reduction to Bifurcation Equation. 
 
      Consider the following nonlinear system of  
ODEs, 
 
                 (2.1) 
with the boundary conditions  
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ψ is a symmetric vector function with respect 
to the involution )()(: xxI   .Our 
goal is to study the bifurcation solutions of 
system (2.1) by using local method of 
Lyapunov –Schmidt. To do this , we first put 
equation (2.1) in the form of operator equation, 
i.e 
 
 (   )          (2.2)                                    
 
where         is a nonlinear Fredholm 
operator of index zero from Banach space E to 
Banach space M,      (,   -   ) , 
    (,   -   )  ,    ,   -     The 
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solutions of equation (2.1) are in one-to-one 
corresponding with the solutions of the 
following equation 
                                             
 (   )              (2.3)                                          
 
Now ,we prove the reduction theorem of 
equation (2.1). 
 
Theorem 2.1 The bifurcation equation 
corresponding to problem (2.1) is given by the 
following nonlinear system of three cubic 
equations,  
 
(
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  (| | )   (| | ) ( )     
 
where,   (        )        
                         (        )  
    
     Furthermore, the solutions of the equation 
in (2.1) are in one-to-one corresponding with 
the solutions of the nonlinear system. 
 
Proof:  Let  
   (   )           where     (2.4)                                 
 
Since, the Fre᷆chet derivative of the nonlinear 
operator  (   ) at the point (   ) is 
                                    
  (   )  
  
   
  
  
   
         
         
                        Where   (        )      
  (        )
  
 
                
then the linearized equation corresponding to 
the equation (2.4) is given by, 
 
            
    (   )  
  
   
 
  
   
     
 
The solution of linearized equation which 
satisfied the boundary conditions is given by, 
 
 ( )  (
      (  )
      (  )
      (  )
) 
 
Substitute in the linearized equation we have 
characteristic equation corresponding to this 
solution in the form , 
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
      This equation gives in the space of 
parameters (        ) characteristic planes
p . The characteristic planes p  consists 
the points (        )  for which the linearized 
equation has non-zero solutions. The point of 
intersection of characteristic planes in the 
space of parameters (        ) is a 
bifurcation point . 
 
So for equation (2.4) the point (        )  
(              ) is a bifurcation point.  
 
 
Localized parameters           as follows, 
 
                                      
                           are small 
parameters. 
      
lead to bifurcation along the modes  
  ( )  (     ( )      )
             ( )
 (        (  )  )
   
 
  
   ( )  (           (  ))
  
                                                  
Where   ‖  ‖  ‖  ‖  ‖  ‖          
  
It is easy to see that for            and 
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 √ 
 
 
               ∫    (  )    (  )  
 
 
 {
         
        
 
 
this mean that       and    are orthonormal 
basis of the null space    ( ). 
Let      ( )      *        + , then the 
space E can be decomposed in direct sum of 
two subspaces,  N and the orthogonal 
complement to N, 
 
                          * 
    ∫         
 
 
  
      +  
Similarly, the space M  can be decomposed in 
direct sum of two subspaces,  N and orthogonal 
complement to N, 
     ̃                   ̃  * 
    ∫         
 
 
  
      +  
 
There exist two projections        and  
(   )         such that   
 
         (   )   . 
 
Where                 (
  
  
  
)        
(
  
  
  
)         (
  
  
  
) 
        
Hence every vector     can be written in 
the unique form, 
      
      
  ∑    
 
   
     ( )          ( )        
 〈    〉 
  
 
 Similarly, there exist two projections     
    and (   )    ̃  
 such that 
  (   )    (   )  
 
(   ) (   )    (   )  
and hence 
 (   )    (   )    (   ) 
 
   (   )  (   ) (   )   
  (   )    (   )  ∑  
 
   
(   )      
 
  (   )  (   ) (   )   ̃
  
  (   )  〈 (   )   〉  
        Accordingly, equation (2.2) can be 
written in the form, 
  (   )   ̃   
(   ) (   )   ̃  
                                       or  
  (     )   ̃  
(   ) (     )   ̃  
Where     ̃   ̃  ,      ̃            
       ,      ̃   ̃
 .  
By the implicit function theorem, there exists a 
smooth map         such that 
 (   )     and    
(   ) (   (   )  )   ̃   
 
To find the solutions of the equation (2.2) in 
the neighbourhood of the point      it is 
sufficient to find the solutions of the equation,  
 
       (   (   )  )   ̃    (2.5)                                                                                          
and then we have the bifurcation equation 
in the form, 
 (   )   ̃       (        )     
 (        )  
where 
 (   )    (   (   )  )  
Equation (2.4) can be written in the fo                 
 (     )   (   )
  (   )
          
Where the dots denote the terms that consists 
of the element Z. Hence,  
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 (   )    (     ) 
 ∑〈        〉
 
   
  
  ̃                                 (   ) 
where 〈    〉 is the scalar product in 
Hilbert space   (,   -  ) . 
       Equation (2.6) implies that, 
〈        〉   〈        〉   
〈        〉            (2.7)              
 Simple calculations of equation (2.5) implies 
that, 
                〈        〉
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         ( )                    
  ( )                       ( )     
 
Symmetry of the function  ( ) with respect to 
the involution 
     ( )   (   )  implies that       
and hence we have 
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By equating the coefficients of       and  
   we have, 
(
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3.  Analysis of bifurcation. 
      The reduced system (2.8) has all the 
information we need from the Lyapunov-
Schmidt, it has all the topological and 
analytical properties of equation in (2.2). So to 
study bifurcation solutions of equation in (2.2) 
it is sufficient to the study bifurcation solutions 
of system (2.8). 
Let  
 
 (   ̃)
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  (| | )   (| | ) ( )  
 
then the Discriminant set  of the map  (   ̃)  
is locally contact equivalent in the 
neighborhood of the point zero to the 
Discriminant set of the map 
  (   ̃) [9],               
      (   ̃)  (
  
      
    
           
  
      
                               
  
      
                         
)                      
(3.1)              
                 
this means that, to determine the Discriminant 
set of the map  (   ̃) it is sufficient to 
determine the Discriminant set of the map  
(3.1). 
 
Let 
                              
 ̂ (   ̃ )  (
  
    
           
  
          
)                           
(3.2)                                                                         
 and 
 ̂ (   ̃ )  (
   
                
  
    
              
)                      
(3.3)                                                     
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then the solution set of equation   (   ̃)    
is decomposed into following two sets,                                 
   *(       )             +   
 
                                    *(        )     
  
   
                  +  
     
      where D1 and D2 are the solution sets of the 
equations  ̂ (   ̃ ) and  ̂ (   ̃ ), 
respectively. In this case the Discriminant set 
 of equation   (   ̃) is the union of the 
Discriminant sets 1 and 2 of the equations 
 ̂ (   ̃ )     and  ̂ (   ̃ )   , 
respectively (     ). The points set S1 
is degenerate on the surface defined by the 
equation 
   (
   (   ̃)
   
)|
    
        
                                  (   )                                       
equation (3.4) has two solutions with respect to 
the variable     . By using these solutions we 
can obtain  the Discriminant set  of equation 
0)
~
,( 11 

   in plane of parameters    and 
  . The points set S2 is degenerate on the 
surface defined by the equation 
 
   (
   (   ̃)
   
)|
   √   
    
               
                  (   ) 
If we solved equation (3.5) with respect to the 
variable   we have four solutions. By using 
these solutions and take the union     
  we can find the final form of the 
Discriminant set of equation   (   ̃)   . 
The final form of the Discriminant set of 
equation   (   ̃)    has been found in the 
q1q3-plane for some values of             
with the number of regular solutions in every 
region in the following figures, 
The figures have been drawing by using 
Maple 13. 
 
 
Fig. 1 The Discriminant set of equation 
  (   ̃)   when                  
    
 
 
 
 
   Fig. 2 The Discriminant set of equation 
  (   ̃)    when                  
    
        Figure (1) describes the discriminant set 
of equation   (   ̃) in the q1q3-plane when 
                    . 
 The Discriminant set decompose the solution 
set into regions                  , every region 
has only five regular solutions with topological 
indices 1,-1,1,-1,1. 
 
       Figure (2) describes the discriminant set of 
equation   (   ̃) in the q1q3-plane when 
                     ,The equation 
has no more than seven solutions in every 
region. The spreading of regular solutions is 
given as follows: 
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(i) In the regions                 the 
equation has seven regular 
solutions for every  ̃          
         with topological indices 
1,-1,1,-1,1,-1,1 
(ii) In the regions                  
the equation has five regular 
solutions for ever  ̃          
          with topological indices 
1,-1,1,-1,1 
(iii) In the regions           the 
equation has three regular 
solutions for ever                    ̃  
             with topological 
indices 1,-1,1 
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صلختسولا 
 فونوبايل تقيزط ماذختساب تيطخ زيغلا تيلضافتلا ثلاداؼولا نه ماظنل عزفتلا لولح ثحبلا اذه يف انسرد–  ذنػ . تيلحولا ثذوش
 يسذنه فصو داجيا نت كلذك , تيطخ زيغلا تيزبجلا ثلاداؼولا نه ماظن ىلػ انلصح ماظنلا ضيفختولل راشتنا غه ةزيوولا تػووج
.ماظنلل توظتنولا لولحلا 
 
ييسحلا دبع دحاولا دبع رهظه            , ىانش يلع دبع نيهاربا 
ةرصبلأ تعهاج- تفرصلأ مولعلل تيبرتلا تيلك- ثايضايرلا نسق  
 
 
